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To all whom it may concern.'

Beit known that I, GEORGE ALBERT WIL
LIAMS, a citizen of the United States, residing
at Port Clinton, in the county of Ottawa and
State of Ohio, have invented a new and useful
Improvement in Bottle-Cap Fasteners, of
which the following is a po?ition
This invention relates to an improved
means for fastening metal caps upon bottles,
O jars, and similar articles in which liquids and
the like are kept; and the object, thereof is to
provide a device capable of ready attachment
and detachment without the use of separate
and specially-constructed tools.
A further object of the invention is to pro
vide a device which may be readily removed
when it is desired to gain access to the bottle,
jar, or other article and as easily replaced to
tightly reseal the bottle, jar, or similar arti
cle should only a portion of the contents
thereof be used.

With these briefly-stated objects in vie
the invention comprises a Neil cap having
yielding or flexible sides which are adapted to
engage a flanged mouth of a bottle or jar, a
ring or band encircling the said yielding sides,

tached; and Fig. 8 is a detail perspective view
of the lever. Fig. 9 is a detail view of the
blank form of lever, and Fig. 10 is a similar
view illustrating a slight modification.
As a prelude to the detail description of

my
invention, it may be said that I am aware
of certain constructions intended for detach

ably securing metallic caps upon bottles, jars,
and the like, but from actual experience have
found them deficient and unequal to the re
quirements necessary for a practical device,
and I have therefore constructed my inven
tion to overcome these defects.
Referring to the drawings, A represents a
shallow cap designed to fit upon the mouth
of a bottle or jar B and having a packing A
of any suitable material arranged therein,

7o

which is intended to snugly fit the mouth of

the
bottle This
or jarcapwhen
the cap ismade
secured
in 75
position.
is preferably
of tin
and
its sides provided
a seriesA,
of
slits has
A, providing
a series with
of segments

whose
lowerupon
endsa split
are bent
shape and
ring orback
bandinC,tubular
which
almost completely encircles the sides of the
cap. The ends of the ring are bent outwardly

to provide hooks C, the tips of which may
referably terminate in spherical heads C;
E. these heads are not absolutely essential
and may be dispensed with to cheapen the
article, if E.
A lever D is employed for drawing4 the ends
of the ring or band together to contract the
of the cap to lock it in position, and it
jects which would loosen the clamping-ring sides
consists
of a handle portion D having its
35 and cap, and consequently permit ingress of lower end bent slightly outward and its oppo
air to the bottle and destroy its contents.
end bent into a cylindrical or tubular
The invention also comprises certain de site
head
portion D. Immediately below the 95
tails
of
construction
and
peculiar
combination
head
portion
is bent or curved
and arrangement of parts, as will be fully de outwardly, asD”attheD,lever
which
forms a recess
scribed in the following specification and upon its inner surface that Egy,
fits the en
pointed out in the claims, reference being had largement usually found upon bottles,
to the drawings forming a part of this specifi particularly beer-bottles. The head Dand
of
cation,
in
which
the
lever
is
formed
with
two
slots
E,
which
Figure 1 is a perspective view of my lim converge for a portion of their length toward
45 provement as applied to the mouth of a, bot the E. or handle portion of the lever, as
tie. Fig. 2 is a similar view showing the lock shown at E', and the remaining continua
ing-lever raised and in the position when tions of the slots are parallel, as shown at E”.
the cap is first placed upon the bottle. Fig. These slots are designed to receive the lo5
3 is a sectional view drawn about on the line hooked ends C of the ring or band C, and
33 of Fig. 5. Fig. 4 is a sectional view when the heads C° are formed upon the hooks
drawn through the head of the lever when the slots have their extreme divergent
the latter is in its unlocked position. Fig. 5 C"
enlarged, as shown most clearly at Ein Cd
is a sectional view drawn on the line 55 of ends
Fig.
9
the drawings, to facilitate attach
Fig. 3. Fig. 6 is a sectional view drawn on ment. ofWhen
the hooked ends of the ring or
55 the line 6 6 of Fig. 5. Fig. 7 is a detail per band rest within the said enlargements E, the
spective view of the cap, showing the lever de

and a lever for contracting the said ring or
band to securely and tightly clamp and lock
the Said cap in position, the said lever be
3O ing constructed to lie Snugly against the neck
of the bottle or jar, so that practically no part
thereof
projects Site, to endanger its
engagement with or being caught in other ob

Mix

2.
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bandmay
is inbeitsreadily
expanded
that the
cap
placedposition,
over thesomouth
of not bent back, but is left to lie practically flat,

that the parts may be more easily con
the bottle or jar; but when the lever is so
nected.

thrown downwardly the hooked ends will
travel first in the converging portions of the
slots to clamp the sides of the cap under the
shoulder B', formed upon the exterior mouth
portion of a bottle or jar, and finally in the
arallel continuations of the slots to securely
EO
ock the cap and lever in position. It will of
course be understood that the parallel con
tinuations of the slots are of such length as to
permit the lever to lie snugly against the
neck of the bottle or jar.
I5
During the operation of locking the cap
the lever will of course be elevated by reason
of the ends of the band operating in the slots;
but this movement of the lever is facilitated
by
the cylindrical form of the head, which
2O
provides only a small contacting surface be
tween the hooks and lever, and consequently

From athe
it will and
be seen
that I
provide
veryforegoing
cheap, simple,
highly-effi
cient locking device by which a cap may be 7 o
readily placed and locked upon a bottle or
jar and one capable of easy reapplication af
ter it has been removed and it is desired to
reseal the bottle or jar.
Having thus fully described my invention, 75
what
I claim as new, and desire to secure by
Letters Patent, is
1. A bottle or jar closure, comprising a

cap having yielding sides, a split ring engir

ES5 thesides, and a lever having a cylindrical

head to which the ends of the ring are con
nected.

2. A bottle or jar closure, comprising a
decreases the friction-surface which would of the bottle, a split ring carried by the cap
otherwise occur should the entire ends of the and having its ends terminating in hooks,
and a lever having a cylindrical head pro
hooks engage the lever. It will be further vided
with slots in which the hook ends of
25 seen, and particularly by referring to Fig. 5 the
ring
operate.
of the drawings, that when the lever is in its 3. Abottle
or jar closure comprising a cap
locked position the cylindrical head portion capable of being
clamped upon a mouth of a
will lie against the inwardly-bent portion of bottle,
a split ring carried by the cap and
the
cap
with
the
spherical
tip
of
the
band
3o resting at a point practically horizontally having its ends terminating in hooks, and a
having a cylindrical head which is pro 95
opposite the center of the cylindrical head, lever
vided
with converging slots in which the
which further assists in locking the lever in hook ends
of the ring operate.
position. Of course, it will be understood 4. Abottle
jar closure comprising a cap
that when the lever is first moved and the having yieldingor sides,
ring encircling
as inends
of the ring or band are caused to travel the sides, the ends of thea split
ring
being
bent out OO
the converging portions of the slots the
ends of the band will be first drawn toward wardly to provide hooks and a lever having
converging
slots in which the hook ends of
each other, which decreases the diameter of the
ring operate.
the
band
and
draws
in
the
segments
of
the
5. Abottle or jar closure comprising a cap
4d cap under the shoulder B' of the mouth of
having
yielding sides, a split ring carried at
the bottle, which of course locks the cap in the lower
ends of the sides of the cap and a
position. During the locking operation of lever provided
with slots which converge for a
the capitslower end, carrying the ring, will be portion
of
their
length and in which the hooks
drawn
into
the
apex
of
the
groove
under
the
45 shoulder B' and a slight downward move of the ring operate.
6. A bottle or jar closure comprising a cap I lo
ment is effected, which presses the packing ES
yielding sides, a split ring carried by
strip around the edge of the mouth of the the
sides
and
having
its ends
terminating
in
bottle and tightly seals the latter.
hooks,
and
a
lever
provided
with
a
cylindrical
Imay find it desirable in some instances to
5C provide only one slot or opening Fin the head head having slots which converge for a por
of the lever to facilitate its connection to the tion of their length toward the body of the II.5
lever and which terminate in parallel con
hooked ends of the ring or band, especially tinuations,
the said slots being designed to
when hooks are provided with spherical ends, receive
the
hookends
of the ring substantially
and in this case the outer portions of the sides
55 of the slot or opening F will be widest and for the purpose set forth. . . .
Abottle
or jarsideclosure,
comprising
converge toward the body of the lever to a cap7.having
yielding
portions,
a split ringa 20
iven point, where they will continue upon a carried by the
portions, and a lever hav
FNE parallel line. I therefore do ing a cylindricalsidehead
is provided with
not wish to limit myself to the construction converging contactingwhich
surfaces
of the lever having two slots, as first de the hook ends of the ring engage.against which
scribed, although the first construction is \8.
A bottle or jar closure, comprising a 25
preferred, as it decreases the liability of the cap having
slits in its sides to provide a se
lever being detached and oftentimes lost. It ries of segments
and
the lower
ends
of which
may
be
further
pointed
out
that
the
segment
are
bent
back
in
tubular
form,
a
split
ring
65 lying between the ends of the ring or band is carried by the said tubular portions, the ends

cap capable of being clamped upon the mouth
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in spherical heads, and a lever
of the ring being bent to form hooks, the ex terminate
having
one
terminating in a cylindrical 15
treme ends of which terminate in spheres, head portionend
in
which
slots that
and a lever having a cylindrical head pro converge for a portionisofarranged
their
length
and
vided with converging slots in which the which terminate in parallel continuations,
hook ends of the ring operate, the said
said hooks operating in the slots to reduce
spheres of the hooks engaging the inner sur the
the
diameter of the ring, substantially for the 20
faces of the head substantially as set forth. purpose
set forth.
9. Abottle Orjar closure comprising a cap.
GEORGE ALBERT WILL AMS.
having yielding side portions, a packing-dis
O arranged within the cap, a split ring carried
by the cap and at the lower ends of its side Witnesses:
M. D. BLONDEL,
portions, the said ring having its ends termi
E. M. WENN.
nating in hooks, the extreme ends of which

